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1 General Provisions Hommft 
1.1 Scope 
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These guidelines cover standard industry practice for the 
rtrh °mann©rrtal and miscellaneous metals industry. When contracts do 

M* ^s^not specifically state otherwise, these guidelines shall provide 
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interpretation in the relationship between fabricator and contractor. 

1.2 Definitions 

The NOMMA Glossary of Architectural Metal Terms for Stairs and 
Railings shall serve as the definitive guide for interpreting terms. 
TtTfs-g^oss^ry-ha^J3e ĵiJnaa3ao4^zed with-NAAMM-temrtnology. 

The following are definitions specific to this publication: 
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Architect — The owner's representative with full responsibility for 
the design, codes, and quality level of the documents. 

f Contract Documents — The official contract that defines the 
) agreement and responsibilities of the two parties, and signed by 

/ both parties. Documents will normally include the contract, 
^specifications, and drawings and any addenda. 

Engineer — The owner's representative with full responsibility for 
i the ^esigr^of the project. t ^T^p.p.{Ty 

Fabricator — For fcrwgggtptEES nRhifimantwl, Fabricator is the 
party that provides fabricated or forged ornamental and 
miscellaneous metal products. If the Fabricator installs his/her own 
work, then he/she will continue to be referred to as the Fabricator. 

'General Contractor — The owner's representative with full 
responsibility for the overall construction or renovation of a 
structure. 

.Mpvf^^/installer — If a Fabricator hires or delivers to a third party for 
Wi ' .aiA.. f i n e t n l l a f i n n t h o t n o r h f e h a l l h o l fnn \ ( /n a c t h o I n c f a l l o r tfta* yv. C installation, that party shall be known as the Installer 

Owner — The actual owner of the proposed structure as well as 
o^c~ the team of design/build professionals that he or she has hired to 
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complete the task. 
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Wrought Iron — Wrought iron is a frequently confused term in the 
industry. When citing "wrought iron" in a specification, the specifier 
should provide clarification. 

• "Worked" Wrought Iron - This term typically refers to items 
gorged of mild, commercial-grade steel. 

The "Look" of Wrought Iron — The "look" typically refers to the 
y hammered, textured appearance of the metal. On interior jobs, the 

/ surface may be coated with wax. 

I • Genuine Wrought Iron — This term refers to an actual low 
\ carbon metal that is difficult to find in the U.S. It is normally used for 
\ finer types of decorative ironwork, especially where corrosion 
\ resistance is needed. 

1.3 Referenced Sources 

Aluminum Anodizers Council 

AISC Code of Standard Practice for Steel Buildings and Bridges, March 
18, 2005 

NAAMM Code of Standard Practice for the Architectural Metal Industry, 
1992 

NOMMA Joint Finish Guidelines, 1995 

NOMMA Metal Rail Manual, Second Edition, 1986 

1.4 Responsibilities 

1.4.1 Design Responsibility 

All parties acknowledge that the fabricator is not the design professional, 
and as such is not responsible for any portion of the design of the project. 
The fabricator will produce shop drawings from the specifications and 
drawings prepared by the design professional. These shop drawings shall 
be reviewed and approved by the design professional prior to 
construction. Any liabilities and indemnification responsibilities imposed 
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upon the fabricator shall be inapplicable to the extent the same result from 
the preparation or approval of drawings, opinions, reports, or designs 
specifications by the design professional, or instructions or failure to give 
instructions by the design professional. [Approved by NOMMA Board, 
Sept. 19, 1992j(Willing to take on for additional charge) (Documents 
together for 2n engineer - review for design - we are following design 
intent of original engineer. Ask more specific questions - once review the 
intent they will stamp it. State work written project - who is paying for 2nd 

engineer?). 

Erection 

~Q ^The fabricator is not responsible for the safety of erection if others erect 
/ the structure. 

1.4.3 Delegation 

a) Local permits, fees, and bonds -Fabricator is not responsible unless 
JC specifically requested. 

G 
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b) Error correction - Whoever made the error should be responsible for 
correction, regapetew ofccoste. 

1.4.4 Owner's Responsibil ity 

a) Completeness of Documents — The owner must ensure that 
documents are complete and up to date. 

b) Accuracy of Dimensions — Owner/designer is responsible for 
accuracy of dimensions. If fabricator field measures, fabricator should 
be responsible. 

c) Code Compliance — Owner/designer responsibility that documents 
meet all code requirements. Fabricator will notify if problem is seen. 

d) Copyrights & Patents — Owner/designer assures that the design is 
not in violation of copyrights or patents. Should the owner/designer 
intend to use a design or assembly that is protected by law, it is his or 
her responsibility to obtain the appropriate permissions. 

1.4.5 Fabricator's Responsibil ity 

a) Owner Notification — It is the Fabricator's responsibility to notify the 
Owner (or Owner's Designated Representative) if a problem is seen. 

b) Limits of Responsibility — It is not the Fabricator's responsibility to 
discover problems, coordinate with other trade sections, or verify the 
completeness and accuracy of the design drawings. 
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1.5 Existing Structures 

<**X* 

1.6 

Removal &r demolition or shoring of an existing railing or other 
structure is not within the scope of work provided by the fabricator. 
Any necessary structural removal must not interfere with the 
fabricator's work. 

Means & Methods of Fabrication, Finishes, and 
Installation 

. 

<••) :.'•• • 

1.6.1 Fabricator will comply with the design intent and perform the 
work using the standards and means and methods of the 
industry. If the work requested differs from the industry 
norms, then it should be spelled out in the Contract 
Documents, so that the Fabricator can determine any added 
costs and special procedures. 

1.6.2 Approval drawings will determine what the Owner/Designer 
receives. 

1.6.3 

,3, £+s u * ' 

Uc*seP tn*£@Lq JUto+& 

Owners may request samples prior to work to facilitate 
communication [can we expand on this?] (Don't give jobs 
unless samples - mandatory - keep in shop as a sample -
give to customer, decide want that go according to contract -
texture, look. Sample - copyright concerns, shopping, other 
shops will not make sample). (Shopping - judge on case by 
case basis - know client) (Policy where you charge for 
samples - waive for known customer, or apply toward 
purchase - option) (Incorporate sample into job - take 
photo). (Design-architect - always get paid. Samples - won't 
charge - up front - if not use our price or use us, there will 
be a charge per hour up front. If get job don't charge - if get 
another contractor they are charged. Any design or samples 
created there will be a design charge - if get job that's 
included. Meet with customer - get a feel for their tastes -
put enough in bid after get job, bring them actual sample of 
product they are going to get - factor in enough to make a 
minor change - get enough inut to find their tastes. Sample 
ownership - get job then do sample.) 

fc 
2 Classification of Materials 
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2.1 Ornamental Metal - Any items considered decorative, 
especially stainless, brass, aluminum. Can be carbon steel 
as well, depending on level of finish desired. 

2.2 Miscellaneous Metal- Items like steel angle lintels or items 
that are embedded and not necessarily chosen for 
attractiveness, but more for their function and strength. In 
certain areas of the country, particularly the Northeast, the 
term "Miscellaneous Metal" can also irreiudp nrn^m p n + a l 

, ., products. 

^ S ^ 3 Contracts and Payment Clrhecn^^ A / * * * L > 6 « * 4 # fcW*^ 

f<\ 

k<*f & 
/ 3.1 Change Orders 
b 

,. . r 
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3.1.1 A written change order is required for any change or revision. 

3.1.2 The change order shall only be accepted by a person 
authorized to issue the order. 

3.1.3 The Fabricator should respond to a change order in a timely 
manner by providing the adjusted price. 

3.1.4 On prior agreement, the Owner's Representative may issue, 
three types of change orders (Needs expanding) 

a) Formal Change Order-Quoted in advance. 

b) Change Order Accepted Prior to or During Work 

c) Proceed and Price Later (proceed at time and materials - at 
such and such hourly rate - pricing in shop as well - Extra work 

(£* T»4ll~- -J.v\> - extra work orders have signed every day - labor classification, 
|A **** V l l 0 W m a n y hours for that day, and material, shipping number -

(T £AJ" best tracking paperwork wins in the end. Chicago - 3-5 days to 
produce change order for contractor. Ongoing change order? 
They take themselves out of responsibility - have the "out" to 
decline) 

(Potential change order - signs - time and material - hourly rates, 
have them sign it) (Person can sign but not 
authorized)(supervisor change over - no person on the job -
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that person no longer on the job - break chain by changing 
personal).(Contract - supervisor on the job at the time 
represents the company - verbal approvals documented and 
sign represent the company as a written agreement if still 
employed by company). (Please list names of people 
authorized to approve change overs - required to notify our 
office if authorized names change). 

3.2 Accuracy of Contract Documents 

Usui*-*- "^v^1™ 

l4r^-vrT" 8*=-

/ 

/ 

3.2.1 The bidder has the right to rely on the accuracy of the 
documents. 

3.2.2 Special requirements must be made in writing and included 
in the documents. 

3.3 Discrepancies 

0\£X 3.3.1 Scaled Dimensions v. Written Dimensions - Written should 
apply. 

/ 3.3.2 Drawings v. Specifications -Drawings shall apply. 
^ (specifications overrule drawings?) 

#£.3.3.3 Architectural v. Structural - Dimensions structure should 
apply. 

£><£ 3.3.4 Plans & Elevations v. Detail - The largest detail should 
apply. 

<?k3.3.5 Written v. Oral - Written should apply. 

3.4 Time Extensions - If drawings aren't approved, fabrication 
cant begin. [AISC gives 14 days to approve shop 
drawings - shall we duplicate this requirement?] 
(illustrations - visual assistance) - (14 working days - in 
practice doesn't hold up - ) -rj^^g- = ^ ~ 

3.5 Price Adjustments 

3.5.1 Escalation Clause — A standard price/cost escalation clause 
may be included to cover unforeseen rises in commodity 
prices [This was submitted by a NOMMA member in 
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Aw^-p^-f i * a response/to tjie recent steel crises. Do we really need 
Stffl//^m^-~T- thiS?] 

t-i* 
3.6 Payment 

3.6.1 Terms — Terms of payment shall be outlined in the Contract 
Documents. 

3.6.2 Backcharges - Fabricator must be notified in a timely 
manner and given an opportunity to correct a problem before 
the assessment of backcharges. 

fe.*r«.!« 3.6.3 Retainage — [What should we say here, other than 
Pr±T>v\Le-T J outlined in Contract Documents?] (Retainage 
& sr^^cnf (jĝ TT minimum?) (Automatic lein on the job - not paid in full, 
,T c p.*, e^ they have to justify why they are not paying you). 
H^afffZ* (retainage not allowed unless specifically outline in 

contract documents - negotiated out ahead of time - Get 
reduced by 50% halfway through the project - Negotiate 
prebilling for materials - detailing at same time within 
first billing cycle. Provide samples - release of leans -
conditional release of leins - lein - in consideration for 
something - give something for lein release - doesn't 
kick in until send a check in consideration of something 
form then. Retainage - they tied retainage into the total 
project, paid-if-paid clause. Specific for work we do, not 
total project - asked for 30 days -

3.7 Contract Revisions 

Contract documents may only be modified with a written change order. 
If the change results in a price adjustment, this will be provided by the 
Fabricator in a timely manner [Can we expand on this?] 

4 Specifications and Design 
4.1 Specifications 

4.1.1 Weld Joints — A joint finish should be specified according to 
the NOMMA Joint Finishes Guidelines. 

4.1.2 Specification of Anchoring -All base plate and anchor 
connections should be specified in details. 
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g«T^oJ^ 
u*v yo* °J" 
&S£»*>r J ^ ^ b ) Cored 

a) Anchoring —Anchors should not be pre-set, since this is much more 
difficult to work with and may result in increased costs and delays. 

[What should we say here?] 6 ^ u * i . y ^ j ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 

•c) Grouting — [What should we say here?] 

~ Tis>/"i ^ *-2 Materials & Finishes Terms 

4.2.1 Shop Primer 

4^J^M, cvru,ztJ<".*~$ ^fZSZZP^SZZ* 

^ ^ ' S h o p primer is to be considered "temporary" coating. It is the owner's 
responsibility to provide the fabricator with the finish paint spec so the 

/ fabricator can include the cost and the application of a special primer 
^ 4A* compatible with the finish paint. [Do we need to expand on this?] 

"• ' (prime, rust-proofed and prime, powder coating-prime-job is 
primed must be painted soon after installation to prevent rust- rust 
proof guaranteed for 10 years - galvanized - sandblasted and spray 
coated with zinc - 95% of outdoor) (hi-low pricing - tell what you're 
giving them for the money. Rust-resistant. Metalizing) 

4.2.2 Mill finish 

The finish that comes from the mill where the metal was produced. May 
be inconsistent due to some fabrication processes. May have scuffs, 
scratches, and sand marks. If "mill finish" is specified, the Fabricator 
shall take no steps to modify the finish — it is provided "as is." 

Fans 1^-OtlLfr^ 

•io Wvk.r-'ts-eJ 

to-. H t-!*1" 

aryXfi*. pJo(*2 

4.2.3 Core drilling 

[What shall we say here?] (core drilling - buying extra bits, specify what 
you are drilling - concrete, stone, horizontal, vertical, marble, hidden 
utility lines, call in for x-ray, - who is responsible - thermal core drilling -
heat radiant drilling - thermal floor heating) Appropriateness of drilling in 
a given area - contractor take pictures) 

4.2.4 Touch up 

Abrasions caused during transportation and installation shall be touched 
up by the subcontractor responsible for installation. 

4.2.5 Galvanized - (zinc m§ializ'ing, electro galvanizing, hot dip -
not prepared properly will not stick properly. ) 

[What shall we say here? How about responsibility for drain holes, or ^_# 
hard to reach areas?] #«/-•< K/SX-^T, &+•? r^ <i^ n. *,/ ^^ TT,, ,-> 

4.2.6 Castings 
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<O«K * I ^Problems with weldingirepairingi castings?] 

s A"*1**^ 4-2-7 Cold rolled - (cold rolled is a higher temper and has no mill 
^°"fo ^4 ̂ w ^ " * scale or impurities on the surface) 

t ^ * * 1 L̂ *1- [What shall, we say here.?} 

4.2.8 Hot rolled (typical miled steel with mill scale on the surface) 

[yvhat'shal^^ 

4.2.9 Forging - Oil rubbed finishes with linseed oil, not good for 
exterior. Clear that constant maintenance is required -
temporary finish that has to be maintained, (not any different 
than hot rolled) 

•mmmmewB. 
4.2.10 Stringers 

[Whaishall we say here?] 

4.2.11 Toe plates 
r j p i i l i i l p ^ a i H f e i ? } 

4.2.12 Mechanical Joinery 

««•# f^^r* l/>( 

Mechanical joining methods should be carefully specified. The means 
and methods are determined by the fabricator and approved by the 
architect. However, the owner's representative may request a sample. 
[This came from* our phone-'meeting - any clarification or eiabdratten 
needed here?] 

4.2.13 Polished Welds 

r^|lelWbh^sl:f|i^ded:3 

4.3 Discrepancies/Irregularities 

4.3.1 Legibility of Drawings — Design drawings shall be clearly 
legible and drawn on a scale that is a minimum of % in. or 
greater to the foot. More detailed information shall be drawn 
to a scale that is sufficient to clearly convey the information. 
[A!^^ife|uires .1 /8 irfc ̂  % in; change was suBmlftedrby 
A d i l t g i S ^ m b ^ r i i t i l M l (1/8 height of lettering -
increase to 3/16. Hand drawn v. CAD. Qualityh of 
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drawings - structural drawings agree with architectural, 
general absence of information - draw things without 
dimension, put question marks so that we can keep 
going. Time descrepincies - send approval drawings out 
with question, never hear back - draw arrows. Or if 
answer it's wrong. Bid difference between what's on 
drawings and what you find in the field. Support metric -
equivalents) 

4.3.2 Specifications should not only include type of paint, but also 
degree of grinding or polishing. Polished finishes should be 
specified by standard industry grades or grit size. 

4.4 Revision Policies 

v 

4.4.1 Revisions to the Design Drawings and Specifications shall be 
made either by issuing new Design Drawings and 
Specifications or by reissuing revised Design Drawings and 
Specifications. The Contract Documents should be dated 
and identified by revision number. 

4.5 Finishes 

4.5.1 Final End Use — If the Fabricator is not responsible for final 
finishing, it is important to notify him/her of the final finishing 
application since this may impact the design, construction, 

rt)^'(& „ J i * C and priming of the product. 

4.5.2 Anodizing — Anodized finishes should be quoted by a 
specific number. In many cases, a fabricator will provide a 
sample before coating the entire project. 

4.5.3 Priming — Priming should be specified, if any, and type.* 

4.5.4 Painting — For purposes of this manual, ̂ panting" is 
considered to be anything beyond priming:—•—-

4.5.5 Powder Coating — [What should we say here?] re 6-$ s-* » 

5.6 Galvanizing — [What should we say here?] A 

4.6 Materials 

4.6.1 Bar, tubing or pipe should be specified. 

A jnp • SW* - ° 6 

i+.b <""* W 
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4.6.2 Gauge should be specified. 

4.7 Shop Drawings 

4.7A Responsibilities — Responsibility between the Fabricator 
and Designer shall be clearly defined. However, ultimately, 
the Fabricator is responsible for the means and methods of 
the work. 

4.7.2 Review— Drawings should be carefully reviewed by a 
responsible party, i.e. the person who has the final say. 
Drawings should be double checked to ensure that changes 
will not be needed in the future to minimize change orders. 

4.7.3 Intent — The Fabricator shall strive to follow the "intent" of 
the designer, although the means and the methods to do the 
work is the responsibility of the Fabricator. 

4.7.4 Changes — Major changes should to drawings should be 
written and handled in a formal matter. Slight modifications 
are acceptable without formal approval. All changes should 
be designated with red lines. 

4.8 Approval of Drawings 

4.8.1 Shop and Installation drawings are to be submitted to a 
responsible party representing the owner. The owner's 
representative shall then return the drawings with either an 
approval or a request for changes or corrections. If changes 
are beyond the original scope of work, the Fabricator should 
submit in writing the extra costs for the additional labor and 
materials. The Fabricator should not proceed with work until 
all drawings, changes, and extra charges are approved. 

4.8.2 The Fabricator may require a Waiver of responsibility if the 
Owner foregoes approval process. 

5 Shop and installation Drawings 
5.1 Owner Responsibility 

The Owner shall provide the approved Design Drawings and 
Specifications in a timely manner. 

5.2 Fabricator Responsibility 
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The Fabricator shall create the necessary shop and installation 
drawings. The Fabricator is responsible for ensuring that the 
information provided by the Owner is accurately transferred to the 
drawings. 

6 Materials 
6.1 Mill Materials 

Once approvals are received, it is the Fabricator's responsibility to 
order the necessary materials. 

6.2 Stock Materials 

Purchased materials must meet or exceed the quality specified in 
the Contract Documents. 

6.3 Certification of Quality 

Owner may request Certificate of Quality to prove that materials meet 
the required specifications, in terms of alloy, etc. Such a Certificate 
may include a supplier's declaration that the materials conform to 
specified requirements and/or certification from an independent third 
party. 

7 Fabrication 
7.1 Workmanship 

7.1.1 Water Intrusion Resistance — All exterior work should be 
water resistant. Assemblies should be sufficiently sealed so 
as to avoid water intrusion in tubular materials and between 
welded and fitted pieces. Care should be taken to prevent 
rust marks on painted steel. 

7.1.2 Rust/Corrosion Statement— Ferrous metals, when 
exposed to water and oxygen, will corrode. If a product is 
designed so that components cannot or are not completely 
protected from the environment, then it is understood that 
rust/corrosion will occur. 

7.1.3 Owner Responsibility — If finishing is to be done by others, 
it is up to the Owner to ensure that property finishing/sealing 
has been specified. 
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7.1.4 Fabricator Responsibility — Fabricator will do everything in 
reason to prevent future problems with rust/corrosion. 

7.1.5 Weep holes — all weep holes to remain open - industry 
I^Trcs-^ y-.rv standard for galvanizing - weep holes will be as per AGI 

W standards/guidelines. Weep holes for powder coating 
?»" .*."** aluminum to allow water to drain, check with PCI i l r l a t 

a*" 0" 
7.2 Material Cleaning 

7.2.1 Mill finish - Remove all loose rust and scale. 

7.2.2 Wire brushing - stainless or steel. Mill scale protection -
can be taken off after year (contamination) 

7.2.3 Blasting 

7.2.4 Clean of Oil 

7.2.5 Burrs on Castings - Shall be removed. 

7.2.6 Rough spots on cap railings — Shall be smoothed. 

7.2.7 Weld joint Finishes — Cleaned per the level specified using 
the NOMMA Joint Finishes Guidelines as a reference. 

7.3 Finishing 

7.3.1 Primers 

7.3.2 Paints 

7.3.3 Powder coating 

7.3.4 Sealers 

7.3.5 Special Finishes 

7.3.5.1 Brushed 

7.3.5.2 Polished 

7.3.5.3 Anodizing 

7.3.5.3.1 The Aluminum Anodizing Council should be referenced for the 
acceptable ranges in color variation, especially at the welds. 
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7.3.5.3.2 The Aluminum Anodizing Council should be referenced in regards 
to quality issues associated with welding after a product is 
anodized. 

7.3.5.3.3 The Fabricator should follow the guidelines of the Aluminum 
Anodizing Council to achieve the closest color match possible at 
the welds. (Weep holes for anodizing aluminum) 

7.3.5.4 Patinated finishes 

The Owner may request samples prior to finishing. 

[Is there a source we can reference for acceptable range?] 

7.3.5.5 Hand rubbed finishes 

The Owner may request samples prior to finishing. 

[Is there a source we can reference for acceptable range?] 

7.3.5.6 Clear coat 

[What should we say here?] 

7.3.5.7 Galvanized 

[What should we say here?] 
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8 Delivery/Installation 
8.1 Method of Installation 

8.1.1 The Fabricator has the right to determine the method and 
sequence for installing components. If the Owner wishes to 
control the method or sequence of installation, then this 
requirement must be specified in the Contract Documents. 

8.1.2 Installation must fit the work being installed. For example, 
don't install a galvanized rail with non-galvanized fasteners 
or put bronze up to limestone without a barrier. Use 
appropriate screws to meet minimum loading requirements. 
Deliver goods in a manner that prevents them from being 
damaged in transit. 

8.2 Responsibilities 

8.2.1 Owner (when does control take over - person fabricator 
- stair in use, when does control switch over) 

8.2.1.1 Accuracy of Worksite - The Owner or Owner's Representative 
is responsible for verifying accuracy of embeds, sleeves, inserts, 
anchor bolts etc. that have been placed by others. This should 
also include the elevations and dimensions shown on the contract 
drawings for new work, which are in accordance with contract 
documents. 

8.2.1.2 Dimensions — Should be verified in accordance with Contract 
Documents. 

8.2.1.3 Miscellaneous Items — Control lines and benchmarks, if 
needed, shall be supplied by Owner. 

8.2.2 Fabricator 

8.2.2.1 Temporary Supports and Bracing — Shall be supplied by 
Fabricator. Not responsible for damage by others. 

8.2.2.2 Damage to Property - Fabricator shall be responsible for 
avoiding damage to surrounding property. 

8.2.2.2.1 Weld spatter on wood, glass, or windows — Items easily damaged 
by weld spatter shall be covered up with the proper protective 
material. 
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8.2.2.2.2 Effects of heat from welding on wood. 

8.2.2.2.3 Scratches or gouges on wood, stone, wallboard, stucco, etc. 

8.2.2.2.4 Paint spatters 

8.2.2.2.5 Glass Damage from cutting, grinding, and welding sparks. 

8.2.2.2.6 Rust Stains - On concrete or asphalt from iron particles left after 
cutting steel and cast iron. 

8.2.2.2.7 Floors — Damage from dirty worker boots (mud, oil, water) on 
interior flooring, especially carpet. 

8.3 Shipment 

8.3.1 Delivery 

8.3.1.1 Control of Delivered Items 

8.3.1.1.1 Authorized recipient of delivered items shall be determined in 
advance. 

8.3.1.1.2 Stored items become the responsibility of the designated recipient. 

8.3.1.1.3 Authorized recipient should verify proper size of shipment upon 
signing. 
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8.3.2 Staging of material 

8.3.3 Storage 

The Contract Documents shall determine who removes, relocates, or 
reinstalls existing work in the way. 

8.4 Site Conditions 

8.4.1 Right to Refuse Work — The Fabricator may refuse work 
when the site is incorrect, incomplete, or will not allow the 
Fabricator to proceed with work. 

8.4.2 Loading/erection equipment (cranes, augers, etc.) 

8.4.3 Clear access by others. 

8.4.4 Traffic control by others. 

8.4.5 Barriers by others. 

8.4.6 Parking by others. 

8.4.7 Utilities provided by others (temporary lights, electrical, 
toilets). 

8.5 Touch up/Final Adjustments 

8.6 Tolerances 

8.6.1 Vertical Tolerances — Set posts plumb within a tolerance of 
1/16 inch in 3 feet (2 mm in 1 m). 

8.6.2 Horizontal & Rake Tolerance — Align rails so variations 
from level for horizontal members and from parallel with rake 
of steps and ramps for sloping members do not exceed 1/4 
inch in 12 feet (5 mm in 3 m). [These come from some model 
specs sent to me by Doug - 1 am including them to start a 
dialogue. Should we survey the membership on this?] 

8.6.3 Mill Tolerances — The Fabricator relies on the standard 
tolerances of the mill. Anything beyond that must be 
specified. 

8.6.4 Tolerance of other Trades — [what should we say here?] 
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8.7 Correction of Errors 

8.7.1 Normal installation will cover the correction of minor misfits 
that can be corrected by minimal on-site welding, cutting, etc. 
Errors that cannot be corrected by minor adjustments, and 
are not the fault of the Fabricator, must be reported 
immediately to the Owner. The Owner then has the option to 
either correct the error or approve a remedy or "workaround" 
to solve the error. A change order must be generated for the 
additional work. 

8.8 Modifications for Other Trades 

8.9 Safety 

8.9.1 The Fabricator shall provide safety protection that is required 
by law. Unless otherwise specified in the Contract, the 
Fabricator will remove these items upon completion. 

8.9.2 When safety protection is provided by the Owner, he/she 
shall: 

8.9.2.1 Be responsible for maintenance. By owner if AGREED to leave in 
place. 

8.9.2.2 Ensure that protection complies with applicable safety regulations 
and laws. 

8.10 Cleanup and Damage 

8.10.1 The Fabricator is only responsible for the cleanliness of 
his/her work area. Fabricator is not responsible for general 
site cleanup or the untidiness of other trades. 

8.10.2 The Fabricator is not responsible for damage by other 
trades. 

8.10.3 Owner responsible for clean work area to and from work 
vehicle, fabricator will maintain his/her work area in an 
orderly fashion. 

8.11 Warranties 
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8.11.1 Fabricator shall offer a warranty that, at a minimum, 
complies with state law. 

8.12 Maintenance 

8.12.1 Owner is responsible for proper care and maintenance 
of installed items. Stainless steel in particular requires 
special care. 

9 Quality Control 
9.1 General 

9.1.1 The Fabricator will ensure that all fabrication and installation 
work conforms to the Contract Documents, and the NOMMA 
Trade Practices Manual. 

9.2 Testing 

9.2.1 Structural starting post should conform to the ASTM 985 
Concentrated Load Requirement. 

9.2.2 When non-destructive testing is required, the process and 
details should be specified in the Contract Documents. 

9.3 Inspection 

9.3.1 The Owner may inspect material and workmanship to ensure 
that it conforms to Contract Documents. When informed of 
deficiencies, the required corrective work shall be performed 
in a timely manner. The owner may provide a "punch list" in 
due time before the completion of the job, before final 
payment. 
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